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Firefighters who were there that deadly 

morning would later describe trees with 

glowing orange bark and fl ames that leapt 

hundreds of meters in moments. An arson-

ist in the southern California town of Caba-

zon started the October 2006 blaze, known 

as the Esperanza fire. Havoc reigned at 

dawn as residents evacuated and fi re trucks 

snaked up smoky mountain roads. 

At about 6:30 a.m., a fi ve-man crew from 

Engine 57 set up a water pump above one 

edge of the fi re, hoping to save an octagon-

shaped house. But the blaze swept up an 

adjacent gully and over the structure in less 

than 10 seconds. None of the crew escaped.

Now, 7 years after the Esperanza trag-

edy, U.S. wildfi re specialists are still debat-

ing exactly what happened—and whether 

improved computer models might help 

scientists, firefighters, and disaster plan-

ners avert such deadly surprises. Relatively 

crude existing simulations already help the 

U.S. Forest Service and other agencies pre-

dict the course of hundreds of fires each 

year, mostly in the western United States. 

But researchers agree that these models do 

a poor job of simulating extreme events like 

Esperanza, when wildfi re can seemingly act 

capriciously and erratically. 

“The current models have been stretched 

to their limits,” says Kelly Close, a fire 

behavior analyst in Fort Collins, Colorado. 

They will be stretched further if a warming 

climate makes extreme fi res more common, 

raising the odds of additional Esperanza-

like calamities, such as the Yarnell, Ari-

zona, blaze that killed 19 elite fi refi ghters 

in June. More sophisticated models that can 

simulate both the extreme behavior of indi-

vidual fi res and the risk of fi re across entire 

landscapes are on the horizon. But a variety 

of factors, including limited funds, tech-

nical disagreements, and the sometimes 

clashing cultures of academic scientists and 

wildland firefighters, is complicating the 

search for alternatives. 

Model behavior

Wildfire modeling is a relatively young 

endeavor. In the early 1970s, when the 

U.S. Forest Service sought to analyze fi re 

risk over large landscapes, it turned to its 

research laboratory in Missoula, Montana. 

There, fi re scientist Richard Rothermel led 

a team that observed fi res in fi eld tests and 

the laboratory. They went on to write a set 

of equations, which for the fi rst time related 

the speed and direction of a model fire’s 

spread to terrain, the vegetation available 

for fuel, and nearby wind patterns. 

Forty years later, 

Rothermel’s formulas 

are the foundation for 

two varieties of oper-

ational fire models. 

Strategic modeling 

tools allow manag-

ers to forecast, well 

beforehand,  how fi res 

might spread or visu-

alize where future 

fi res might break out; 

tactical tools allow 

modeling of specific 

fi res on shorter time-

scales, sometimes 

with an eye toward fi guring out whether to 

confront them or let them burn. Perhaps the 

most widely used model is a tactical model 

called FARSITE, which uses terrain, fuel, 

and weather data to project a fi re’s path over 

a 2D map. 

Fire analysts use it tens of thousands of 

times a year in their work, says FARSITE 

developer Mark Finney of the Missoula lab. 

And in the hands of an analyst who under-

stands its limitations, FARSITE can be a 

valuable tool. In 1994, for example, offi -

cials in Glacier National Park were con-

fronted with a pair of wildfi res. They faced 

“a lot of tense decision-making,” Finney 

says, over whether the fl ames might harm 

settlements, and whether they should put 

firefighters in harm’s way. But FARSITE 

predicted that the fi re would stay within a 

safe area, Finney says, and it did. In other 

instances, it has given planners a reliable 3- 

to 5-day forecast of a fi re’s spread, enabling 

them to more eff iciently—and safely—

deploy crews. 

Still, Rothermel-based tools like FAR-

SITE have some glaring weaknesses. They 

assume that fuel is evenly distributed, for 

instance, and that it burns uniformly. They 

don’t simulate the movement of particles 

and gases that can affect a fi re’s path, or the 

complex relationships with the atmosphere 

that can enable some blazes to create their 

own wind and weather, even generating so-

called pyrocumulus clouds. The models also 

have a hard time with complex phenom-

ena like rotating air masses known as fi re 

whirls, fi res spread by embers, or explosive 

blasts of fl ame that can shoot out from a fi re’s 

Computing a Better Fire Forecast
Scientists and fi refi ghters ponder new ways to predict the spread of wildfi re as the 

U.S. West faces ever more potent blazes

W I L D F I R E  S C I E N C E

Firestorm. The 2006 

Esperanza wildfi re 

burned 16,000 hectares 

of chaparral and killed 

fi ve fi refi ghters in 

southern California.
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fl anks. A Rothermel-based model “describes 

very well a fi re burning in a fi eld of wheat,” 

one of the researcher’s colleagues once told 

Fire Science Digest. “As you get further 

away from that uniformity, the less accurate 

it becomes.” 

Such limitations became clear to FAR-

SITE analysts studying a 2002 fi re in north-

western Colorado. The model suggested that 

it could be stopped in its tracks by using time-

tested methods such as lighting controlled 

“backfi res” to deny it fuel. But the back-

fi res wouldn’t ignite even though the blaze 

went on marching across the landscape. 

The reason: The fi re was spreading treetop 

to treetop via a fl ammable lichen known as 

“old man’s beard,” instead of creeping along 

the ground as the model assumed. (In such 

cases, Colorado’s Close says, wildfi re spe-

cialists “just have to turn off the computer” 

and rely on experience and intuition.)

Flare up

One scientist working to bring fi re models 

into the 21st century is Janice Coen, a mete-

orologist at the National Center for Atmo-

spheric Research (NCAR) in Boulder, Col-

orado. Unlike most wildfi re experts, Coen’s 

career path began not in the forest, but in 

her childhood city of Pitts-

burgh, where her father was a 

firefighter. “The earliest pic-

tures of me are of me tromping 

around in his fi re boots,” says 

the laconic researcher. In graduate school, 

Coen studied airfl ow over complex surfaces, 

which led her in 1992 to join NCAR, where 

a team was working to connect a high-

resolution regional weather model to the 

Rothermel equations.

Since then, Coen has 

become a leading advocate 

for the idea that robust sim-

ulations must refl ect a cou-

pling between the f ire and 

the atmosphere. Each affects 

the other, she says, creating 

feedback loops that are criti-

cal to predicting fi re behav-

ior, including the seemingly 

whimsical way extreme fi res 

move. She has drawn on 

aspects of fl uid dynamics, for 

instance, to show why fires 

don’t move through a land-

scape in a straight line, but with a front edge 

curved in the direction of prevailing winds. 

That’s because rising parcels of air ahead of 

the fi re front pull the fi re into that shape.

In 2005, Coen turned heads with a simu-

lation of the Big Elk fi re, a medium-sized 

blaze that had struck Colorado 3 years 

before. By modeling how the fi re and the 

atmosphere interacted, Coen built what 

Close called a “surprisingly accurate” rec-

reation of the Big Elk blaze in silico. The 

model showed, for example, how the blaze 

affected winds some 5 kilometers away—

one of the first times such coupling had 

been quantifi ed. 

Coen has also drawn attention for her 

more recent simulations of the 2006 Espe-

ranza fire. Although fire modelers often 

don’t have the real-world data necessary to 

test their models against real events, Espe-

ranza was different: The Forest Service’s 

Pacifi c Southwest Research Station mapped 

its heat by airplane, in real time. That has 

allowed Coen to see if her models could 

accurately recreate its spread and intensity. 

The answer is a qualifi ed yes, she and 

ecologist Philip Riggan of the Forest Ser-

vice lab have reported at meetings and in 

a paper under review at the International 

Journal of Wildland Fire. Despite incor-

porating atmospheric coupling, the model 

didn’t do a good job of mimicking some 

aspects of local warm winds, called Santa 

Anas. But it faithfully recreated how the fi re 

raced through canyons, split into two fl anks, 

and engulfed the firefighters at the octa-

gon house. Such results suggest that “this 

is a really promising approach,” says Max 

Moritz, a fi re scientist at the University of 

California (UC), Berkeley.

Could it have prevented the tragedy at 

the octagon house? Coen emphasizes that 

her work isn’t designed to tell fi refi ghters 

where—and where not—to go. “I’m not one 

who says that fi re modeling saves lives,” she 

says. But she does believe 

that more sophisticated mod-

els would give crews a bet-

ter idea of how an extreme 

blaze might behave, perhaps 

enabling them to build in big-

ger margins of safety.

Her Esperanza work, 

for example, suggests that 

responders need to keep 

in mind that f ires can cre-

ate their own winds that can 

pull fl ames uphill. A Califor-

nia state review concluded 

that a combination of factors 

explained the “erratically” 

behaving fi re, including Santa Ana winds 

trapped near the ground by a layer of cool 

air, which made them move faster. But Coen 

thinks that the fi re’s behavior at the octagon 

house wasn’t so unpredictable. In her simu-

lation, fi re-generated winds largely explain 

“how the fi re dragged itself up the gully so 

quickly,” she says. Adding to the speed of 

Enlightenment. These days, mete-
orologist Janice Coen (above) is 
working to develop fi re-atmosphere 
simulations that improve pioneer-
ing models devised by Richard 
Rothermel (left, behind window) in 
the 1970s.

A warmer climate 

will lead to a 

“higher probability 

of extreme fi re 

behavior, not in 

every fi re of course, 

but more often than 

in the past.”
—STEVEN RUNNING,

UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA
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oped in her model in the heat of the blaze.
Jeff Zimmerman, a retired local f ire 

chief who investigated the fi re, isn’t fully 
convinced. But he says Coen’s model does 
show that “a computer model is a good tool 
to help predict future fi re behavior.” 

Her approach hasn’t caught on among 
the modelers at the Missoula lab, however, 
who aren’t convinced that they need to 
add f ire-atmosphere coupling to the 
Rothermel equations. Given “the com-
plication of adding such interactions” to 
current models, says the Missoula lab’s 
Finney, wider tests are required. More 
important, he says, is establish-
ing new, fundamental physics 
on combustion, convection, and 
other aspects of fi re to eventually 
replace the Rothermel equations. 
“We don’t understand how fire 
spreads,” he says. 

Bringing the heat
A warmer climate will lead to a 
“higher probability of extreme 
fi re behavior, not in every fi re of 
course, but more often than in 
the past,” predicts forest scien-
tist Steven Running of the Uni-
versity of Montana in Missoula. 
This new regime will not only tax 
tactical simulators like FARSITE, 
but strategic models as well. 

Such tools use historic weather
data on previous f ires to map
the probability of fi re spread. But 
existing databases of previous 
fires are increasingly not repre-
sentative of the changing climate 
regime in the western United 
States, says Krista Gollnick-Waid, 
a fi re analyst with the Bureau of 
Land Management in Boise. That 
should raise doubts about results 
produced by one oft-used strate-
gic modeling tool, called FSPro, 
she warns: “Analysts need to be 
aware of the potential for FSPro 
to underpredict fi re spread [and] 
probability.” During her work ana-
lyzing a recent fi re in southwest 
Colorado, for example, she found 
that the blaze traveled farther in 1 day than 
“what the model said it would go in 5 days.” 
Says Close: “If that’s the new normal, we 
better be ready.” 

UC Berkeley’s Moritz is already grap-
pling with the changing climate of the West. 
In a 2010 paper published in Geophysical 

Research Letters, he used roughly a decade 

of wind and weather information to map 
the Santa Ana winds across coastal south-
ern California, which dry out landscapes 
and stoke brushfires into conflagrations. 
The results were fairly broad but disturb-
ing, highlighting areas that were poten-
tially vulnerable to major fi res. “I had fi re 
departments calling me asking whether 
they could have even fi ner resolution maps 
to understand their local risks better,” 
Moritz recalls. Unfortunately, those are 
still largely unavailable. But he says that 
the experience highlights the growing 
demand for better, and more detailed, 
strategic fi re models.

A unifi ed front
Improving all varieties of fire modeling, 
however, may require some shifts in fund-
ing priorities—and perhaps in attitudes 
toward collaboration among scientists 
and fi refi ghters. 

Consider the priorities of the fed-
eral Joint Fire Science Program, a $13-

million-a-year program managed by the 
Forest Service. “Our focus is primarily 
fuels management,” or ways to reduce the 
amount of tinder-dry vegetation on 
the landscape, says spokesperson Tim 
Swedberg. None of the program’s 50 re-
search awards this year focus on wind, cli-
mate, or weather. That’s typical, says Moritz, 
adding that he is routinely disappointed 
when he reads the program’s annual descrip-
tion of research questions it wants to answer. 
“You look at it and you say wow, these 
research questions are really narrow,” says 
Moritz, whose funders include the National 
Science Foundation.

Cultural barriers to try-
ing new ideas can also loom 
large. Wildf ire off icials who 
literally undergo trials by f ire 
aren’t necessarily inclined 
to put much value on knowl-
edge gained from “a peer-
reviewed study by a Ph.D.,” says 
Matthew Desmond, who fought 
wildf ires in Arizona before 
becoming a sociologist at Har-
vard University. And Coen is 
matter-of-fact about the chal-
lenges that she’s faced in collab-
orations. She’s from Pittsburgh, 
not the West; she’s an academic, 
not “a forest person” and, well, 
she’s a woman in a largely 
male professional world. ”I’ve 
become much better at fi nding 
where people are coming from 
and fi nding ways to bridge that 
gap,” she says diplomatically.

She’s tramped out to fi eld com-
mand posts, for instance, to learn 
about what managers need—and 
would be willing to try out. “The 
procedures in place to manage 
wildfi res make it very hard to try 
new things,” she says. “You can’t 
just say ‘Try this model’ to some-
one with no experience using it, 
who is engaged in responding to 
the incident.” 

In 2007, she visited the octa-
gon house destroyed by the 
Esperanza fi re, at the invitation 
of Zimmerman, the retired fire 

chief. Zimmerman has visited the site repeat-
edly; each time, he says, “it’s a very diffi cult 
experience.” But Coen reveals little emo-
tion. “I am freakishly analytical and Spock-
like” sometimes, she says. And Zimmerman 
thinks more of that kind of thinking may be 
just what fi re science needs. 

–ELI KINTISCH

Ignition. Computers simulate how fi re may affect nearby winds (above) and 
how fl ows of air shape fi re naturally into an oval (below).
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